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WAFSOPSG/1 (2003)WAFSOPSG/1 (2003)
Relevant conclusions:Relevant conclusions:
–– C 1/16: Development of new WAFS output products for C 1/16: Development of new WAFS output products for 

turbulence and icingturbulence and icing
–– C 1/17: Workshop on turbulence and icingC 1/17: Workshop on turbulence and icing
–– C 1/19: Elimination of layer clouds from the SWMC 1/19: Elimination of layer clouds from the SWM
–– C 1/26: Future of the SWM forecastsC 1/26: Future of the SWM forecasts

Rationale:Rationale:
–– Limiting to weather phenomena which:Limiting to weather phenomena which:

have an impact on aircraft operations have an impact on aircraft operations 
could be used by flight planning optimization softwarecould be used by flight planning optimization software

–– Consistency and compatibility with wind/temp. forecasts Consistency and compatibility with wind/temp. forecasts 



WAFSOPSG/2 (2005)WAFSOPSG/2 (2005)

Relevant conclusions:Relevant conclusions:
–– C 2/16: Development of improved forecasts for icing, C 2/16: Development of improved forecasts for icing, 

turbulence and CB/TCU in the grid point formatturbulence and CB/TCU in the grid point format
–– D 2/19: Future of SWM forecastsD 2/19: Future of SWM forecasts
–– C 2/20: Migration to the GRIB2 code formC 2/20: Migration to the GRIB2 code form

Rationale:Rationale:
–– CB/TCU added as a key weather element for aviationCB/TCU added as a key weather element for aviation
–– SWM redundant with the intro of gridded forecastsSWM redundant with the intro of gridded forecasts
–– GRIB 2 code a necessary enablerGRIB 2 code a necessary enabler



WAFSOPSG/3 (2006)WAFSOPSG/3 (2006)

Relevant conclusions:Relevant conclusions:
–– C 3/13: Implementation of gridded forecasts for icing, C 3/13: Implementation of gridded forecasts for icing, 

turbulence and convective cloudsturbulence and convective clouds
–– C 3/15: Implementation of the GRIB2 code formC 3/15: Implementation of the GRIB2 code form

Rationale:Rationale:
–– The following action was considered timely:The following action was considered timely:

Trials with evaluations (by IATA, IFALPA)Trials with evaluations (by IATA, IFALPA)
Guidelines for visualizationGuidelines for visualization
Guidance for their useGuidance for their use
Regional seminars (2008/2009) Regional seminars (2008/2009) 



WAFSOPSG/4 (2008)WAFSOPSG/4 (2008)
Relevant conclusions:Relevant conclusions:
–– C 4/14: Introduction of the gridded forecasts of turbulence, iciC 4/14: Introduction of the gridded forecasts of turbulence, icing ng 

and cumulonimbus cloudsand cumulonimbus clouds
–– D 4/15: Guidelines of the use of gridded forecasts of turbulenceD 4/15: Guidelines of the use of gridded forecasts of turbulence, , 

icing and cumulonimbus cloudsicing and cumulonimbus clouds
–– C 4/16: Development of guidance for the use of gridded WAFS C 4/16: Development of guidance for the use of gridded WAFS 

forecasts of turbulence, icing and cumulonimbus cloudsforecasts of turbulence, icing and cumulonimbus clouds
–– C 4/17: Outstanding issues related to WAFS gridded forecasts of C 4/17: Outstanding issues related to WAFS gridded forecasts of 

turbulence, icing and cumulonimbus cloudsturbulence, icing and cumulonimbus clouds
–– D 4/18: Implementation of the GRIB 2 code formD 4/18: Implementation of the GRIB 2 code form
–– C 4/20: Development of a webC 4/20: Development of a web--based distribution of WAFS based distribution of WAFS 

forecasts for the future intended use in flight documentation foforecasts for the future intended use in flight documentation for r 
improved access and visualization of WAFS forecastsimproved access and visualization of WAFS forecasts

–– C 4/24: Workshop on the gridded forecasts of cumulonimbus C 4/24: Workshop on the gridded forecasts of cumulonimbus 
clouds, icing and turbulenceclouds, icing and turbulence



WAFSOPSG/4 (2008)WAFSOPSG/4 (2008)

Rationale:Rationale:
–– delays in the developmentdelays in the development
–– doubts about the accuracy and usefulness of the new doubts about the accuracy and usefulness of the new 

forecastsforecasts
–– compatibility of forecasts issued by WAFC London and compatibility of forecasts issued by WAFC London and 

WAFC Washington questioned WAFC Washington questioned 
–– uncertainty about the intended visualizationuncertainty about the intended visualization
–– more time needed to phase out SWM (and SWH)more time needed to phase out SWM (and SWH)



Challenges for the WAFSOPSG/5 Challenges for the WAFSOPSG/5 
(2009)(2009)

Issues to be resolved before the WAFSOPSG/5:Issues to be resolved before the WAFSOPSG/5:
–– to show the accuracy & compatibility of gridded to show the accuracy & compatibility of gridded 

forecasts (GF) (WAFS Scientific Meeting)forecasts (GF) (WAFS Scientific Meeting)
GF to be superior to SIGWXGF to be superior to SIGWX
GF from WAFC London & WAFC Washington must be GF from WAFC London & WAFC Washington must be 
compatiblecompatible

–– visualization (WAFS workshop)visualization (WAFS workshop)
simplesimple
similar to SIGWXsimilar to SIGWX
divorce between divorce between 

–– complete GRIB 2 data setcomplete GRIB 2 data set: for sophisticated flight planning : for sophisticated flight planning 
–– ““SIGWX chartSIGWX chart””: for users (flight documentation) and for LDC: for users (flight documentation) and for LDC



Challenges for the WAFSOPSG/5 Challenges for the WAFSOPSG/5 
(2009) (cont.)(2009) (cont.)

Issue to be resolved at the Issue to be resolved at the 
WAFSOPSG/5WAFSOPSG/5
–– confirmation of the details of the transition confirmation of the details of the transition 

plan to the use of the new gridded plan to the use of the new gridded 
forecastsforecasts

Including phasing out of SWM (and SWH)Including phasing out of SWM (and SWH)
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Questions?Questions?

Thank you!Thank you!


